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About This Game

Long Night: Alone I break is the first episode of a three episodes season. The next episodes will be released in the next
few months

Concept

Long Night is a Third Person Survival-Horror video game series which aims to reconnect with the atmosphere of its ancestors,
the old classics from the 90's and early 2000

With this game Trickster Face wants to put Lurking Fear back to the center of the gaming experience, rather than pure action
sustained by an escalation of noisy special effects.

Here we have no shot guns nor giant monsters, but simply David, a youngster who can only count on your pugnacity and your
instinct, to survive, and save his friends.

Synopsis

This black tale takes place in an American holiday camp next to a forest, at the end of a summer in the nineties.
The heroes are a group of four teenage friends, accustomed to meet there every year. Spending their last evening together telling

horror stories for fun, they find themselves plunged into a nightmare, bringing their most secret anguishes to life, tormenting
them. All of a sudden everyone is on his own. During the night David will try to find and help his friends, but doing so, he will

have to face worse than the fear that pursues him.
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Features:

- Take control of your environment, keep the balance of your mental state to run and hide from your nemesis

- Resolve enigma to understand the intimacy of the 4 teenagers and become the wall between them and their fears.

- Explore Long Night camp to discover great side quests, giving better understanding of the background.

- Choose to play with Old School (without checkpoints and interaction icons) or Modern Gameplay (with all the help you want)

Warning:

Long Night is rated 17+ M for mature by ESRB for the following content

Violence
Blood

Sexual Themes
Nudity
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Title: Long Night
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Trickster Face
Publisher:
Trickster Face
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP 32 Bit

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8600 GT, ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

English,French
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As much as it pains me to give a negative review to a game directed by Ron Gilbert, I have to say it's probably the worst game I
played from him (well, it wasn't helped by the fact that my kid didn't enjoy it either.)

The game is in VGA resolution so the graphics are nothing exciting, and there's absolutely nothing to entice a kid to get
interested in astronomy. It's just full of terrible sci-fi clichés, the puzzles are boring, the music is bland, should I really go on..?
Now I know it's just a kid's game. But Putt-Putt is a really good series and it'd just sadden me that a parent might start the
collection with this one and be deterred from trying out the better games like Saves the Zoo and Travels through Time.. Very
fun to play with friends on lan. Has done the job for me for a long time... I have had some intermittant issues from time to time,
but your milage may vary. Textbook example of wasted potential. I got intrested in chemistry during brief period I thought i was
good enough to get to med school. Therefore I was pleasently suprised by finding chemistry-themed game in my liblary (must
have picked it in some bundle long time ago and forgot about it). And it's... ok.
Game provides player with name of chemical element, and 4 chemical symbols, with player having to select correct one. Game
offers 3 difficulty levels - Easy, Medium and Hard, which are just a set of... maybe 20? of such questions. Each correct answer
dumps a couple of achievements at you. Player can make 2 mistakes, with 3rd one making it necessary to start over again.
What I didn't like in the game? Questions in each difficulty levels were in set order - so after few mistakes, you start to
complete the questions from your memory. Only basic elements are included, and their assignment to the difficulty levels is
questionable (eg. question about Californium, with given answers C, Kr, Cl or K in Medium. Seems too easy).
But facts are such, that the game is easy (whether thats good or bad, i leave it you to decide), rewards player with huge amount
of achievements (again, decide yourself it its good or bad), and it's cheap. There is no solid reason not to reccomend this game,
it's just my little inner scientist crying in disappointment.. Fun and addictive. Give 'er a play!. Fun, addicting and free! What
more? ;)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j2dlLmwz2Uw&t=
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Very original. Well executed concept. I needed just a bit of help. Definitely 100% recommend.. Cute, short visual novel.
Emphasis on short - you can easily earn all the endings & achievements in under an hour. The story is simple and
straightforward – you’re in love with your butler, but he’s too polite to romance a lady of your standing. The romance is not deep
by any means, but if you get the right ending(s) you’ll be filled with warm fuzzies.

I thought the art style – grey, faceless people - was sort of off putting at first, but by the time I finished my first play through I
decided I really liked it. It gives the game a bit of a surreal, dream-like quality.

BGM is nice. I wasn’t a fan of the voice overs and muted them fairly early on.

If you’re a big fan of otomes and you’re looking for something short it’s worth the $1 price tag.. if Battlefield and the worst fps
in the world had a baby=Frontlines fuel of war. It is more simcade than I imagined. Don't worry not winning the first race. You
unlock better cars latter on.

Point A to B races were my favourite. Stadium circuits were a bit boring. Overall, it is nice racing game. Arcade games with
tracks instead of open world are always welcome for me.. BLADENET presents an interesting concept in an atmospheric,
beautiful world. Sadly however, there's just nobody playing it and the game itself isn't very fleshed out.

I've yet to see a recently released first person game depict a cyper-punk city as well as BLADENET. Just walking around the
map itself is worth the tiny fee I paid to play this game when I bought it on sale. If you're a fan of Bladerunner, you'll love
exploring the relatively small outdoor portions of the map. The inspiration the game takes from the films is very obvious (and
no, I'm not just saying that because of the name).

The gameplay is fairly interesting. Countless numbers of AI characters wander around the map under the watchful eye of NPC
police robots while the human players try to disguise themselves amongst the crowd by acting just like them. The human players
must collect a series of objects (data tapes), and the first player that collects a certain number of objects wins.

Human players can kill each other in the tape finding competition by using the guns that are spread out across the map.
However, if you mistakenly kill an AI human you thought was a player, the police robots will try to kill you.

This is where the game is interesting, players trying to identify what characters are NPCs and what ones are humans all the while
trying to pretend to be an NPC so they themselves don't get spotted and killed.

But with the way the playerbase is now, nobody is going to kill you and you'll have nobody to kill either. That's because the
game is dead and the development team don't seem interested in supporting it. That is why this is pointless to play unless you
have a group of friends who all buy it at the same time and are willing to play it with you.

I'd say pick this up if it's on sale and you have a friend or two that's wanting to try it out. You might get a laugh from it for an
hour or two together. Don't expect much more than that. There's only one map and you'll be the only ones playing it.

. Captivating.. I really really enjoyed this little game. There was a nice twist on the standard turn based battle system, I never felt
like it was too hard or too easy (which is great for a game about balance!) My in-game time looks really long but that's only
because I often leave the game running while I do things and then come back to it. Which was also a treat because some of the
game music is fantastic!! My guess is closer to 10 hours to completion. If you enjoy jrpgs (think earthbound), cute stories,
touching moments\/lessons, or just want a short palate cleanser...for 3 bucks you can't go wrong here.. This is dissapointing. I
really enjoy DDS College Basketball and was hoping to jump into something with a similar style, but this game is in desperate
need of a UX designer. There is no contextual help in the game. Not even rollovers. The recruiting isn't in depth at all. You
assign a number of scouting points and recruiting points and move on. You have to select them from a dropdown 1 by 1 and
even though the game will let you type the amount of points, it wont save it. I can't set my lineups and sim. If I want to set my
lineups I have to sit through games that would take hours each. There isn't a list view of recruits like DDS CB, instead it's lists
of cards with too much info. Who knows what 'hidden' means? You can't change recruiting difficulty and training was a total
wash without instructions as to what I'm doing. Not sure if the developer is even working on this anymore. DDS CB was
addicting, this is just annoying. Would not recommend spending money on this unless it was $5.. I love this game its sooo fun, I
cant wait until they add more content. I am honestly really loving this game. The campaign works flawlessly and there are TONS
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of levels. Though custom battles can crash, I can easily overlook the problem as its still in early acess.

Great game and worth every penny! (:

Just to clear things up,
there are going to be 12+ factions in the game,
but as of right now there are only 5 factions: Stone-age, farmer, medival, ancient, viking.

They plan on adding the other factions later and other units to the exsiting factions.
The first 3 new factions are going to be: Asia, Renaisanse and Pirate.

Then there are the mystery factions which may or may not be added those being: Desert kingdom, Modern, WW1/2, Napoleon,
Aztec
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